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himself and feed for the huskies on our trail to Pelly Bay.
Round him stood the dogs, and when his axe had chopped out
a block offish they stretched forward, bodies taut, ready to snap.
He was quicker than they were, grabbed up a great piece and
crammed it into his mouth, throwing them the rest. Each time
that one of the dogs caught a piece in the air the others would
fling themselves howling upon the clever one, the weakest of the
fighters would snap up the fish dropped by the victim of the
attack, and the whole pack would be off down the frozen river
in pursuit of the weakling. Meanwhile the man would profit
by their absence to fill his mouth with another chunk and then,
having sucked all his fingers clean, would go back to work.
Quarters of seal, frozen fish, the food of men and dogs was the
same, and while the frozen article was commoner, the rotted
was spicier and was preferred. If the Eskimos knew what our
cheeses were in truth, they would marvel even more than they
do at the white man's distaste for rotten fish.
Finally we got away, Shongili and I, and all day long we
dragged and pushed the sled over the ice that covered the
frozen river* If I had hoped, at Gjoa Haven, to see here a land
less monotonous than the tundra that lay round the Post, I was
disappointed. Flat and void, there was nothing to catch the eye
in this landscape except an occasional knoll, and the farther we
went the flatter it became, the wider the river the more difficult
it grew to find and stay in the bed. Yet there we had to stay,
for the sled ran more easily over this ice than over the snow
that covered the earth.
We stopped when night fell, and I had a good look at my
man* The brute stood before me like an ape, mindless, round-
shouldered, his arms hanging loose at his sides. The long hairs
of his moustache fell over his mouth, and he giggled like a girl
while he never stopped licking his fingers. All that this numb-
skull can do, I said to myself, is to spy upon me with his sly
slanting eyes, to watch for the slightest sign of anger in me and
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